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Life�Cycle�of�a�Frog

metamorphosis 

froglet

liverwater

external gills

forelegs land

hind legs

gills

tail

lungs

frogspawn

1) A frog spends its life living in water and on .

2) Frogs breathe with on land and with skin in water.

3) The tadpole lives in the and feeds on algae. 

4) The tadpoles have to breathe under the water. 

5) The of a tadpole helps it swim in the water.

6) A tadpole develops the !rst.

7) The of a tadpole evolve after the hind legs.

8) is the process by which a tadpole turns into a frog.

9) In an adult frog, the are replaced by lungs.

10) The cluster of eggs an adult frog lays is called .

Complete each sentence with an appropriate word from the word box.
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Complete each sentence with an appropriate word from the word box.

1) landA frog spends its life living in water and on .

2) lungs Frogs breathe with on land and with skin in water.

3) waterThe tadpole lives in the and feeds on algae. 

4) gillsThe tadpoles have to breathe under the water. 

5) tailThe of a tadpole helps it swim in the water.

6) hind legsA tadpole develops the !rst.

7) forelegs  The of a tadpole evolve after the hind legs.

8) Metamorphosis is the process by which a tadpole turns into a frog.

9) external gillsIn an adult frog, the are replaced by lungs.

10) frogspawnThe cluster of eggs an adult frog lays is called .

Answer Key
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